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Users





No User
is the Same



The “Average Man”?





Thanks Matt!
Does The Average Person Exist? — standupmaths

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NbiveCNBOxk


Why do we
design

like they are?



Why do we
develop

like they are?



What Does Inclusive 
Design Even Mean?





Screen Reader
Differences



“VoiceOver and Safari 
remove list element 
semantics when
list-style: none is 
used.”

— Scott O’Hara: “Fixing” Lists

https://www.scottohara.me/blog/2019/01/12/lists-and-safari.html




“This was a purposeful 
change due to rampant
‘list’-itis by web 
developers.”

— James Craig, Apple, bugs.webkit.org

https://bugs.webkit.org/show_bug.cgi?id=170179%23c1


What does it mean for me
as a web developer that

Safari is not reading lists
when they don’t look like a list?



Nothing.



A Time Line
! 2014: First Commit
! 2015: Additional Code
! …
! 2019: The Web Notices



“Customers seem much 
happier in the 3 years 
since this change went 
in.”

— James Craig, Apple, bugs.webkit.org

https://bugs.webkit.org/show_bug.cgi?id=170179%23c1


dowebsitesneedtolookexactlythesameineverybrowser.com

http://dowebsitesneedtolookexactlythesameineverybrowser.com


The same it true
for screen readers:

They don’t all need to
produce the same output.









You Have
No Control.





ARIA can help,
but not in

every situation.



Accessibility is not
only Screen Readers



Most non-Screen-Reader
assistive technology does
not work well with ARIA.





How Dragon Naturally Speaking works with ARIA » Simply Accessible (2014)

http://simplyaccessible.com/article/dragon-aria/


High
Contrast
Mode



Screen shot courtesy of Eric Bailey



Screen shot courtesy of Eric Bailey.





Users!



Knowledge Levels
Vary Greatly



Users often don’t know what their 
computers can do for them.



Other Users hack their assistive 
technology to work with inaccessible 

sites.



Some users write CSS and JavaScript 
to change websites to their needs.



User 
Disability Type 

Proficiency 
Accessibility Support



Test with Diverse Users



Allow any 
assistive technology 

that suits a particular 
user’s needs.



Try not to prescribe
how to use a component.



Use HTML & CSS to
describe elements.



Don’t expect any
proficiency from users.



Don’t break
with conventions!



Reader
Mode







Reader Mode
Native Support:
! Safari (since 2010, can set to default since 2015)
! Firefox (2015)
! Edge (2015)
! Chrome (soon??)

https://thenextweb.com/basics/2020/03/10/how-to-enable-google-chromes-secret-reader-mode-for-distraction-free-reading/








More Website Settings







Leveraging 
Operating System 

Preferences





prefers-reduced-motion
Media Query



@media (prefers!reduced!motion: reduce) {
  * {
      transition: none !important;
      animation: none !important;
  }
}



Or, better, progressively enhance:

@media (prefers!reduced!motion: no!preference) {
    "# All animation code "$
}



Support

Source: Can I Use

http://caniuse.com/%23feat=prefers-reduced-motion


On Windows
…it’s complicated



Short note on
prefers-reduced-motion

and puzzled (Windows) users 
 Patrick H. Lauke @ TPG Blog

https://developer.paciellogroup.com/blog/2019/05/short-note-on-prefers-reduced-motion-and-puzzled-windows-users/


prefers-color-scheme
Media Query



:root {
  !"color: #333;
  !"bgcolor: #eee;
}

@media (prefers#color#scheme: dark) {
  :root {
    !"color: #eee;
    !"bgcolor: #333;
  }
}

html {
  color: var(!"color);
  background#color: var(!"bgcolor);
}



DEMO

https://codepen.io/yatil/full/zQBYrb


Support

Source: Can I Use

http://caniuse.com/%23feat=prefers-color-scheme


We3 also get a lot
more tools to use!
3 Designers & Developers



Media Queries Level 5(?)



inverted-colors4
! none 
! inverted
Supported in Safari macOS & iOS.

4 Planned in Media Queries Level 5 

https://drafts.csswg.org/mediaqueries-5/


prefers-reduced-
transparency4

! no-preference
! reduce
No support yet.
4 Planned in Media Queries Level 5 

https://drafts.csswg.org/mediaqueries-5/


prefers-contrast4
! no-preference
! high 
! low
No support yet.

4 Planned in Media Queries Level 5 

https://drafts.csswg.org/mediaqueries-5/


forced-colors4
! none
! active
No support yet.

4 Planned in Media Queries Level 5 

https://drafts.csswg.org/mediaqueries-5/


Environment MQs4

4 Planned in Media Queries Level 5 

https://drafts.csswg.org/mediaqueries-5/


light-level4
! dim 
! normal 
! washed
No support yet.
4 Planned in Media Queries Level 5 

https://drafts.csswg.org/mediaqueries-5/


environment-blending4
! opaque

! The document is rendered on an opaque medium, such as a traditional monitor or paper. Black is dark and white is 100% light.
! additive 

! The display blends the colors of the canvas with the real world using additive mixing. Black is fully transparent and white is 100% light.
For example: a head-up display in a car.

! subtractive
! The display blends the colors of the canvas with the real world using subtractive mixing. White is fully transparent and dark colors 

have the most contrast.
For example: an LCD display embedded in a bathroom mirror.

No support yet.

4 Planned in Media Queries Level 5 

https://drafts.csswg.org/mediaqueries-5/


Nice :focus Styles
! JavaScipt
! We don’t need JS.
! Thanks currentColor!

https://www.focusingly.net
https://codepen.io/yatil/pen/EbjgRL


:focus-within

https://codepen.io/yatil/pen/LJaxvW


Thank You!
Eric Eggert
Web: yatil.net
E-Mail: mail@yatil.net
Social: @yatil

https://yatil.net

